**MONDAY** | **TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY** | **THURSDAY/FRIDAY**
---|---|---
**OBJECTIVES** | **SWBAT:** -Understand the importance of researching career choices  
-Identify school, community and other career resources  
-learn the steps in the decision making process  
-Understand how to prioritize a goal and the probable risk of a choice  
**SWBAT:** Understand what career clusters are  
-Compare job outlooks for major industries  
-Survey average income for various levels of education  
-Describe workers, workplaces and outlook for agriculture, food, and natural resources.  
**SWBAT:** Describe occupations involved in production, or manufacturing, by analyzing the workers workplaces and outlook  
- Describe occupations involved in transportation, distribution, or logistics by analyzing the workers workplaces and outlook  
**ELPS:**  
**ELPS:**  
**ELPS:**

**AIM VIA INQUIRY** | Why is it important to do research your career before pursuing it?  
What exactly is a career cluster?  
although the production and manufacturing cluster relate to transportation and distribution how are they different.  
Sentence Stem: What are the different resources you can use to help research?  
Sentence Stem: How do career clusters differ and relate?  
Sentence Stem: How do their job outlooks relate? 

**Warm-up/Do Now** | Tell me what is the most important thing when choosing a career  
Name as many jobs you can that relate to agriculture, food, ad natural resources.  
Name as many jobs you can that relate to production, manufacturing, transportation and distribution.  

**AGENDA** | Go over different resources when trying to choose a career  
Visit CDMCareer Zone website to research students occupation  
Create different career clusters within the school and community  
Discuss levels of education and how your income will relate and why  
Go over the manufacturing and production clusters  
Go over transportation, distribution and logistics cluster.  

**EXIT TICKET** | How are you going to spend the rest of your day since you are getting out early?  
Do any of the occupations discussed today interest you? Explain why or why not.  
Do any of the occupations discussed today interest you? Explain why or why not.